Faculty Personnel Committee Membership
(2019-2020)

President - Voting Member
Karol Mason

Provost – Voting Member
Yi Li

Deans – Voting Members
Avram Bornstein – GRAD
Dara Byrne – UGRAD
Anthony Carpi – OAR

Department Chairs – Voting Members
Jessica Gordon-Nembhard – AFR
Benjamin Bierman – AMU
Alisse Waterston – ANT
Katherine Stavrianopoulos – CSL
Brian Lawton – CRJ
Seth Baumrin – CTA
Katie Gentile – DIS
Jay Hamilton - ECO
Jay Gates – ENG
David Munns – HIS
Larry Sullivan - LIB
Jose Luis Morin – LLS
Peter Moskos – LPS
Douglas Salane - MTH
Vicente Lecuna - MLL
Warren Eller – PAD
Jonathan Jacobs – PHI
Andrew Sidman – POL
Angela Crossman - PSY
Shu Yuan (Demi) Cheng – SCI
Monika Son - SEEK
Robert Garot – SOC
Charles Nemeth - SFEM

Faculty At-Large – Voting Members
Elise Champeil – SCI
Mangai Natarajan - CRJ
Michael Pfeifer – HIS

Alternates – Votes in absence of a voting member
Schevaletta Alford – SEEK
Brian Arbour – POL
Warren (Ned) Benton – PAD

Note: HPE does not have a Department Chair or Fulltime Faculty

12/10/2019
Appeals Panel Members (2019-2020)
Heath Brown, PAD
Katarzyna Celinska, LPS
Shuki Cohen, PSY
Marcia Esparza, CRJ
Lila Kazemian, SOC
Nathan Lents, SCI
Jayne Mooney, SOC
Catherine Mulder, ECO
Jason Rauceo, SCI
Stephen Russell, HIS
Patricia Tovar, ANT
Monica Varsanyi, POL

Note: HPE does not have a Department Chair or Fulltime Faculty